Accessories to Murder

High-Capacity Ammunition Magazines
100 Round DPMS "Beta C-Mag" Twin Drum Magazine

MGI MWG 90-Round Drum


Glock High-Capacity Magazines: 33 rds. for 9mm, 29 rds. for .40 caliber

Image from http://glockshooting.com
Our New Line Up of Drum Magazines

AR-15 .223
100 Rd. Dual Drum Mag.
SGMTAR15D (Made in S. Korea)
(Comes w/Graphite Tube,
Speed Loader & Case)

Saiga .223
100 Rd. Dual Drum Mag.
SGMT223D (Made in S. Korea)

AK-47 7.62x39
75 Rd. Rear Loading
Drum Mag.
SAR076275 (Made in S. Korea)

Saiga 7.62x39
75 Rd. Rear Loading
Drum Mag.
SM0076275
(Made in S. Korea and Modified in USA)

SKS 7.62x39
75 Rd. Rear Loading
Drum Mag.
SKS075
(Made in S. Korea) Fits all SKS Firearms.

All Above Drum Mags Can Be Kept Loaded Without Damage.

www.SGMTactical.com

Cached image of high-capacity drum magazine and spent cartridge cases, from Tucsonshtooting.com

Screen grab of “Double High-Capacity” magazines and carrying case from Cabela’s Internet website
“5 pack” of 30-round Bulgarian high-capacity magazines

75-round drum magazine for AK-47 type assault rifles